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immediately after the Watergate expose , and the only Republican
to win a Senate seat previously held by a Democrat (he was reelected to a second six-year term in 1980).
Meanwhile, in 1974, after two terms in Sacramento , Ronald
Reagan seemingly had retired from politics . But shortly after
Senator Laxalt had settled into Washington , he contacted him
again .
"In 1975 we had dinner together here and discussed the presidential effort," Senator Laxalt recalled. "He asked for my
assessment as to whether he should run or not. I indicated he
should. This resulted eventually in my doing a lot of exploration
and analysis, and I ended up chairing his campaign."
The challenge of that was somewhat unexpected , he added,
"because for a long period , I swear, I was the only one in all of
Washington, D .C., and on Capitol Hill who supported Ron
Reagan."
There is no mystery for Paul Laxalt as to what the problem was.
"They didn't know him: He was a stranger and was one of those
Westerners who couldn't be trusted in the Georgetown salons, and,
adding to his other woes, he was one of those 'Neanderthal
conservatives.' So we went through that whole exercise together
and came to the one-yard line at the (1976) convention , but didn't
win the nomination ."
The Republican Party in 1976 nominated President Gerald R.
Ford, but only after Ronald Reagan's dramatic effort to stop him
fell short.
The convention defeat was a serious blow to Ronald Reagan,
then 65 years old . "He and Nancy pretty much thought that it was
the end of the political road." Senator Laxalt didn't see it that way.
"I suggested, among others, that they keep their options open.
National politics is very unpredictable and you never know what's
going to happen."
Shortly after Jimmy Carter's inauguration, Senator Laxalt was
invited, with some other elected officials, to a meeting at the White
House with the new president. "I came back here and phoned
(Ronald Reagan) and said, 'I think I've just met a one-term
president.' It was a hunch."
It was a hunch that would pay off handsomely when Ronald

country of France, Paul Laxalt was the oldest of six children. He
was born in Reno, Nevada , on August 2, 1922, and grew up in
Carson City, where he was the student body president of Carson
City High School. He was married the summer before he entered
law school at Santa Clara and he and his wife, Carol, have seven
grown children.
In Washington, however, he is known as the president's "Eyes
and Ears" on Capitol Hill; the person who is closest to him
politically and philisophically, one of those rare people who has
instant access to the most powerful man in the world. He is, in
effect, the nation's first friend .
"President Reagan is one of the most decent people I've ever
met," said Senator Laxalt. "He's as kindly as anybody I've ever
met . Even in the most intense political discussions he tends to put
the best side to a situation with the people. In the past couple of
years I've seen close political allies betray him and still he couldn't
bring himself to be really critical of them. He probably should
have been a priest: he's very understanding, very compassionate,
he has fine qualities, he listens."

First
Friend

~~Paul

and I enjoy each other's company. He has a friend because he is
a friend in every sense of the word."
- Ronald Reagan

· Senator Pau l Laxalt '44 and friend.

In Washington he is known as the president's ~~Eyes and Ears"
on Capitol Hill. He is, in effect, the nation's first friend.
by Robert Meyers
T here is an informal shuttle service that runs between Capitol
H ill and the White House several times each week, carrying one
good friend to see another. When the two friends can't get together
in person, United States Senator Paul D. Laxalt and President
Ronald Reagan talk by phone, whether that phone is in the Oval
Office, Air Force One or the President's California ranch.
"Sometimes we talk several times a day, depending on what's
going on," Senator Laxalt said in a recent interview with Santa
Clara Magazine. "Other times we may go days without communicating . Within the past few months it's been regular because there
have been so many difficult issues here - EPA, withholding, jobs,
Social Security, defense."
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Senator Laxalt, who likes to wear hand-tooled cowboy boots in
his carpeted third-floor office in the Russell Senate Office
Building, entered Santa Clara as a freshman majoring in history
in 1940. In May of 1943 , like many of his classmates, he left school
to enter the United States Army and served in the South Pacific
during his three years of service in World War II. He returned to
the campus in 1946 and began studying law, but eventually
received his law degree at the University of Denver. Sixteen years
ago he came back to Santa Clara again to give the major address
at the 1967 June Commencement and to receive an honorary
doctor of laws degree .
The son of parents who had immigrated from the Basque hill
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The same kind of high personal and professional regard was
also voiced by President Reagan toward Senator Laxalt . ''I'm not
sure I can explain why someone is a close friend," the president
said . "Paul and I were new governors together in neighboring
states. Early on we found ourselves· on the same side of issues
raised at national governor's conferences . We found it easy to
resolve problems along our common borders. We enjoy each
other's company. He has a friend because he is a friend in every
sense of the word."
The two Westerners met in 1964, during the presidential
campaign of Arizona Senator Barry Goldwater. Paul Laxalt was
then Nevada's lieutenant governor- he had been elected in 1962
- and Ronald Reagan was an active Republican Party spokesman . They found they shared a common interest in a smaller
federal government, a stronger reliance on the private sector and
a strong military defense.
In 1966 Lt. Gov. Laxalt became Governor Laxalt, and Mr.
Reagan became Governor Reagan. Their friendship developed as
they sought to settle long-standing disputes between their two
states, which share borders . "We had a lot of common disputes:
water and Lake Tahoe, for instance. During those years, Nevada
and California enjoyed some of the most peaceful times they've
ever had," Senator Laxalt said.
Governor Reagan may have represented the nation's most
populous state, but as a self-styled "citizen-politician" he was
somewhat unfamiliar with the day-to-day details of state
admin istration.
"During this period I was pretty much his link to a lot of the
other governors," Senator Laxalt recalled . "He was new to the
political scene and rather uncomfortable with public officials and
politicians in general. I went out of my way to act as a bridge
between him and them."
Senator Laxalt left politics in 1970 to concentrate on his law
practice, but "stayed in touch" with his friend, the California
governor. In 1974 Paul Laxalt was elected to the U.S. Senate from
Nevada, one of only two Republican senators elected nationwide
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readily apparent to me that whoever takes over as president of this
country cannot begin to establish his brand upon the politics of
this country in four short years. The plain fact of the matter is that
a four-year presidency the first time out is really closer to two th a n
it is to four. The fir st year you're trying to find out what the job is
about , getting your own budget and establishing relationships with
the Congress. And, under our present system , in the last year
you're politicking. That leaves you only the second and third
years. So if he's going to do anything that's going to be enduring
and really make a significant change, I think he has to do another
four years."
One of the things the nation's first friend would like to
accomplish is a better public understanding of the man with whom
he often goes horseback riding. " One of the ironic things to me is

Reagan defeated Jimmy Carter to become the 40th President of
the United States. His national campaign chairman in 1980 - as
he had been in 1976 - was Paul Dominique Laxalt.
"Looking back in terms of our closeness, I think we were closer
in 1976 when we lost because'Iosing tends to test relationships
much more than winning," Senator Laxalt mused . "Since he's been
here we've been in constant communication. Colleagues constantly
chide me that I spend more time in the White House than I
do here."
A friendship that goes back nearly two decades , a common
insight about the changing nature of the American electorate , and
their personal political beliefs about the country's needs, make
their conversations informal and direct.
"We don't waste one another's time: We talk about matters that
are of substance; we don't have much time for pillow-type talk .
Whatever we talk about is ordinarily topical , rather important and
we deem it to be in the interests of the presidency. I have never
sensed any constraint in the subject matter.
"Essentially, my conversations focus on what I see going on here
in Capitol Hill : where the key players are going, how he's doing in
their perception, how I think he might improve his relationships
with these people. I get around the country an awful lot and I just
share my observations with him - good , bad and indiffere nt about how people are perceiving the presidency and him ."
It sounds simple, but , in the pomp and circumstance of
Washington power politics , getting a straight answer can be harder

that in some quarters of this country he has the image of being
insensitive and lacking in compassion. He's just the opposite; he's
one of the softest touches I've ever met in my life."
Senator Laxalt thinks some of the poor image problem comes
from President Reagan's political decisions, especially "the
economic decisions, and the fact that the media haven't been all
that sympathetic toward him . You have to draw a distinction
between Ronald Reagan the man and Ronald Reagan the
president. You can go around the country and the surveys indicate
that most people like him as a man- can't help but like him. But
some of the people don't like his policies all that well, and those
are basically economic policies."
Do they ever disagree? Sure. "If two people agree all the time
one of them isn't thinking."

Doctor of Laws presented to
Paul Dominique Laxalt
at Commencement, June 10, 1967,
University of Santa Clara
"Scion of a sturdy clan linking the French
Pyrenees with the American Sierra, you brought
to Santa Clara as well as to your native Nevada
the fierce and cleansing idealism so charac·
teristic of your ancient Basque heritage.
"As a young student, you were a credit to
Santa Clara. As Nevada's twenty-fourth
Governor, you honor Alma Mater.
"The University affectionately salutes you."
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he's going to do anything enduring,
really make a significant change, I
think he has to do another four years."
- Senator Laxa.lt

than finding a cab in the rain . Because of their friendship, however, Senator Laxalt does not have to pull his punches. ''I'm not
ruthless; I don't have to be. It's not that dire a situation. I'm his
friend and if he can't get straight observations from me, I don't
know where he'll get them in this town - or in this country. Ours
is a very candid and forthright relationship."
They have a rule, which they settled on hours after Ronald
Reagan won the presidential election. "When we're together
personally, it's first names, but in the presence of others, with the
exception of his wife, it's ' Mr. President.'"
Naturally. the question of whether Ronald Reagan will seek
another term is a matter of constant national and international
attention. At the direction of the president, Senator Laxalt
recently was named as general chairman of the Republican Party,
a post that hadn't existed before. "The only reason I became
involved in this at all is because he asked me to take it - I need
this position like two holes in the head. But when a friend of yours
who happens to be the president- at this point in his life, in his
70's , literally committing his life to what he believes in - asks you
to help him for two years, well, I couldn't very well tell him I was
too bus y."
Senator'Laxalt said he hopes President Reagan will run again,
but said he doesn't know if he will. "I wouldn't have taken (the
party position) had I not felt strongly that he was a (potential)
candidate." But the president, he says, hasn't told him what he's
going to do. "And he shouldn't, because it's too early for him to
make up his own mind. As he has said himself, (he'll make up his
mind) sometime during the course of the year."
Personally. Senator Laxalt knows the decision he would like
Ronald Reagan to make : He'd like to see him run again. "It's
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Robert Meyers is a Washington journalist whose latest
book, DES: The Bitter Pill , will be published soon by
G. P. Putnam' s Sons.
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AC nversation
with Brother Roger
Each year thousands of
pilgrims, especially the young,
come to Taize from all over the
world to meditate and study
the Bible with Brother Roger.
by Patrick Samway, S.J.

M

y lasting memory of Brother Roger, the prior
and founder of the ecumenical community of
Taiz€: in France, is of him holding in his arms an
elderly Puerto Rican woman beneath the imposing pulpit of St. Patrick's Cathedral in New
York during one of his recent pilgrimages to that city. It was a
modern pieta, a living moment of peace and reconciliation, a
symbol of what Brother Roger has been doing all his life. Born in
1915 of a Swiss father and a French mother, Brother Roger now
heads a community of more than 80 brothers. Each year thousands
of pilgrims , especially the young, come to Taize from all over the
world to meditate and study the Bible. Among other works,
Brother Roger has written Living Today for God, Violent for
Peace, A Life We Never Dared Hope For and The Wonder of Love
(Seabury). More information about Taize can be found in J. L.G .
Balado's The Story of Taize (Seabury) and Rex Brico's Taize:
Brother Roger and His Community (Collins) .

Brother Roger, I know that the story of the founding of Taize can
be found in books, but I would like to know what motivated you
to found an ecumenical community?
Now that I am old, I realize that it began in my earliest childhood. One of the biggest shocks in my life occurred, I think, at
that time, at the end of World War I, when my maternal grandmother, a remarkable woman, arrived from France to live with us.
My parents admired her. Why? Because she was a woman of
courage. Her three sons were at the front. She was a widow. She
lived in the north of France. Even when the shells were falling
around her home she would not leave . She wanted to keep on
giving shelter to refugees -old people, children and pregnant
women. She didn't leave until the very last minute, when there was
really no other possibility. She then left for the south.
She was one of those who longed for the time when no one
would ever again have to experience what she had gone through.
For this to happen, Christians would have to become reconciled ;
that was the first thing to be done. Christians in Europe were
killing one another. Let them at least be reconciled and so avoid
another war. That, she told us explicitly, was her bequest to us, her
spiritual testament.

Brother Roger
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really Jose my faith, in the sense of experiencing deep unbelief. I
still had confidence in people who had an intuition of God, but I
was not able myself to have the same intuition . I had confidence in
my grandmother, and I thought : Certainly that essential reality,
which is Christ , to which she constantly turns, must exist- I can't
den y it because her life was based on it. But I couldn't really see
how to encounter Christ myself. And the major obstacle was the
divisions between Christians .
Afterward there were a succession of stages. After the period
when I didn't dare to pray, the day came when I was able to say a
few words to God . I didn't pray for myself, but for the healing of
someone in my family whom I loved . I knelt at the foot of my bed ,
and all I could say were the words of a Psalm in the translation
used then: "Thy voice in my heart says, seek my face. Thy face,
Lord , do I seek." (Psalm 27).
Then I became firmly convinced that, if I wanted to accomplish
anything that would last, it was essential to discover a few basic

She came of old Protestant stock (in the house where my
mother was born, there was a tower with a· secret room where the
pastor was hidden in times of persecution). But in order to make
reconciliation a reality in her own heart without delay, she went
into a Catholic Church to pray. It was as if she had sensed that the
Eucharist in the Catholic Church was a source of unanimity for
the faith . The miracle of her life was that in reconciling within her
those two origins, she managed to avoid becoming a symbol of
denial of her own people.
She arrived at my parents' a year or so later. It was a great
shock for me and its effect was irreversible.

What struck y ou most about her life?
For one thing, that she had the courage to share the Jot of those
who were suffering most . And on the other hand , I realized that in
going to pray in the Catholic Church she had made a gesture
which took just as much courage as taking in refugees . This insight
of hers made a deep impression on me; my whole life has been
marked by it. While I was still a child , it gave me a catholic soul.
I have continued along the road opened up by that old woman.
Following in the footsteps of my grandmother I found my own
identity, without becoming a symbol of denial for anyone, by
reconciling in the depths of my heart the current of faith of my
Protestant origins with the faith of the Catholic Church.

~~Nothing

lasting can be
built without some basic
reference points to return
to our whole life long.""

Can it be said that concern for the poor was just as important as
ecumenism at the beginnings of Taize's existence?
guidelines to refer to throughout my life , a foundation on which to
build. I was about 18 when I became convinced that a person
cannot develop his character and acquire inner unity unless he
chooses a few guidelines . Nothing lasting can be built without
some basic reference points to return to our whole life long.
Those points of reference made up our original Rule, and they
recur throughout what we now call "the sources of Taize ." In
particular these words : "Throughout your day let work and rest be
quickened by the Word of God; be filled with the spirit of the
Beatitudes: joy, mercy, simplicity."

Certainly. In 1940, at the beginning of the Second World War,
when I settled alone in Taize, I realized how urgent it was to offer
hospitality to political refugees fleeing from the Nazi persecution
and needing to be hidden and helped to escape. In doing that I
was certainly making a gesture identical to her own.

What role did pray er play at that time in your life?
When I was young, I didn 't dare to pray "out of intellectual
honesty," to use the expression I favored at that time. I didn't
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So in writing that original Rule, and then in developing it in the
Rule of Taize, you wanted to reintroduce monastic life within the
Reformation churches?

the language of tradition. But instead his words went so far, they
were so powerful, that even today, at every difficult moment, they
urge me on.
It seemed to me that in the aged Pope John XXIII there were
accents of prophecy. He had insights, presentiments of the future
of the Church. But it was a good thing that he was not conscious
of it so that he remained what he was, a normal human being,
laughing and weeping. Sometimes tears came to his eyes . For me
he was a kind of icon of the Christians of northern Italy.

I have never wanted to be 'part of a process of "restoring" the
monastic life . I have never believed in such a process. Nor did I
ever want simply to integrate monastic life into the churches of the
Reformation alone: that would have merely consolidated the
parallelism between denominations which block communion
among Christians to such an extent . What I have always been
passionately seeking, I believe, is something very concrete: a
parable of communion incarnate in the lives of a few men, for
words have no credibility unless they are lived out. I was haunted
by the idea: Why not, by our lives, put into the dough of the
divided churches, all the churches, a yeast of communion?

Are your relations with the Protestant churches good?
In the 1950s, some Protestant church leaders could not accept
the idea of lifelong commitments. It was in such contradiction to
more than four centuries of Reformation history. Today they
understand, and I think that, generally
speaking, we inspire their trust.

What are the essentials of an
ecumenical community?

Do you think that a reconciliation
among Christians is possible?

Very soon after I first arrived in
Taize, I knew that it would be
possible to create a monastic "order,"
a "congregation." But I always
refused to, right from the start. It
would have been too unwieldy. A
small community, on the other hand,
is able to adapt constantly to
developments in human society and
society is developing more rapidly
today than ever before. The most
important thing is the sign-value of a
community. Making it concrete. This
always kept coming up: make it
concrete. Don't get lost in too many
abstract ideas . That's where the man
of the soil in me comes to the fore.
A Christian awakens others to
God, above all, by the life he or she
leads . In the same way, a community
awakens others to the meaning of
communion and creates ferments of
communion more by its life than by
its words. Words only become
credible when they are lived out.
Words are necessary, but they come
afterward, to express something that
is already being lived out.

What captivates us most is the
reconciliation of the whole human
family. If Christians are looking for
reconciliation, that is not in order to
become stronger against others, it is
in order to stand together as a
ferment of peace in the very places
where the human family is being torn
apart. When they are reconciled,
even just a few of them, Christians
can reverse the determinisms of
hatred and war and give renewed
human hope to those who are
overcome by passivity, discouragement and a life without meaning.
Concerning the reconciliation of
Christians, at the beginning of the
Second Vatican Council it was
believed that reconciliation would
come about among church institutions , and that this would happen
chiefly through those in charge of
these institutions. We have to admit
that this reconciliation did not
happen. There's no point in vain
regrets: It was an impossibility. As if
those in charge were restrained by
past history to such an extent that
they could not take the step of
reconciliation, which would require
decades .

Is contemplation another of the
strong points?
It is an immense reservoir utterly
beyond our comprehension. Our
own words only enter into it as a
very poor prayer. And that is as true
for me now, at my age, just as it was when, at the age of 25, I
arrived in Taize. It's true that the light of a presence can sometimes
flash through our prayer, and for that presence no words are
adequate. Nevertheless, essentially prayer is always
poverty-stricken.

Just look at the whole relationship
between Pope Paul VI and Patriarch
Athenagoras. Both wanted to concelebrate . Athenagoras could
not. He was kept back. The situation was painful for both men.
But God never brings us to a standstill: Since we have not arrived
at the goal we hoped for, it means that God is asking us to look
for even simpler and more concrete ways. Perhaps we had
projected a human desire, with insufficient insight into situations.
Many young people accept that those in charge of Christian
confessions need decades to resolve the structural questions raised
by ecumenism. They understand that there is a need for
ecumenical agencies that move with their own characteristic 1 •
perseverance. But then, what concrete way can be proposed :to
young people to turn into an immediate reality the recobciliation
that denominational institutions are not able to accomplish?

Can you tell me why you were· so attached to Pope John?
I had a meeting with him once a year. Through him I was able
to understand all the dimensions of the Church which the human
mind does not even suspect. Pope John could have spoken to us in
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I have come to this conclusion: The ecumenical institutions may
indeed need a great deal of time to make reconciliation a reality,
but here and now, in the present period of transition, all nonCatholics can reconcile within themselves the faith of their family
of origin with the faith of the Catholic Church.
Today, I can discern no other way to permit non-Catholics to
become reconciled with the Catholic Church without anybody
being humiliated in the process - and that is of the utmost
importance at the present time. With this in mind, a gesture
toward the baptized of non-Catholic origin is necessary from the
authority of the Catholic Church. It is more essential than ever
before not to cut off any human being from the best of his or her
roots. Christ Himself did not want to destroy the best of His
people's inheritance, the Law and the prophets; He wanted to
fulfill them . In a period of history when family ties and the bonds
between the generations are under strain, who would not do their
utmost to bring about reconciliation without wounding the souls
of members of one's own family of origin?

interpretation of the Words of Christ, including those concerning
the Eucharist .)
The Eucharist, presence of Christ worshiped in the bread and
wine, cannot be received as a routine, but always in a spirit of
reconciliation and repentance, simply, like a child. And this is true
for us until the autumn of our years. When, at the beginning of
this century, Pope Pius X opened the Eucharist to little children,
he showed rare powers of intuition.
Remaining before the Eucharist in deep inner silence, even when
nothing seems to be happening, many have matured the great
decisions of their lives. They let themselves be penetrated down to
the very depths of their being, to what is called the unconscious.
"My Kingdom is within you" - though we may not necessarily
feel any resonance within our hearts, the Eucharist makes these
words of Christ a reality here and now, even for those who hardly
dare imagine such a thing.
The Catholic Church, first and foremost the Church of the
Eucharist, has another particular gift. She has set apart men to
bring forgiveness, to unbind on earth what is then instantly
unbound in the Kingdom, to remove the burden weighing too
heavily on people's shoulders, to wipe out even the immediate past.
In confession, there is an opportunity of expressing in the most
spontaneous way possible what weighs upon our conscience. To
tell everything about our faults is something no one can manage.
But to say what comes to mind at the moment is already
tremendous - it enables us to receive in the sacrament of
reconciliation the unimaginable forgiveness of God.
Nowadays some have thought it was necessary to play down sin
or even to deny its existence, in order to liberate people from their
guilt. In fact, it cannot be denied that, far from freeing from guilt,
this attitude diffuses the guilt throughout the personality and
spreads it out to the point where it cannot be reached, let alone
uprooted.
Some people, with great seriousness, make frequent use of
confession . For them it is so necessary to live from this visible sign
that wipes out all the past. Others, just as serious, go less often;
they are so aware that God keeps them in His forgiveness.
In both cases confession, however clumsy, is essential, so that we
can experience anew the freshness of the Gospel, and undergo a
rebirth . By it we learn to blow remorse itself away, like a child
blowing away a fallen leaf. That is God's happiness, the dawning
of perfect joy.

Concretely, how can this be done?
With reconciliation in mind, it would be an illusion to think that
each can have all. When two estranged people seek reconciliation,
it is essential first of all for each of them to discover the special
gifts the other has . If each asserts that he already has all the gifts
and wants to bring everything and receive nothing, reconciliation
will never come about.
It's just the same with the separated churches. Reconciliation
can never mean the victory of some and the humiliation of the
rest. It is built on the discovery of the gifts placed in others; it
cannot tolerate some having to reject those from whom they
received their faith in Christ. The discovery of the gifts of others
cannot lead anybody to be a symbol of rejection.
With concrete reconciliation in mind, will we be able to pass
through a transition period in which we place the greatest
emphasis on the specific gifts of each tradition, without wasting a
single moment in confrontations and without trying to find out
who was wrong and who was right?

You speak of specific gifts. In this respect, how do you see
Protestantism?
The very best within them, their own particular gift is to be first
and foremost the churches of the Word. The Catholic Church too
has always tried to find in Scripture a source for living in God.
But one of the constants flowing through the history of the
Protestant churches has always been this : As soon as a word from
God has been understood (not a word taken in isolation, of
course, but set in the whole context of the Scriptures), it has an
impact on a person's life.
If we remember the quality of the great Protestant divines of the
17th and 18th centuries, whose writings and poems were
transposed with rare intensity into chorales and hymns by Johann
Sebastian Bach, for example, then we can understand better how
the Word of God was loved and taken seriously in the life of the
individual, to what extent it inspired an innerlife, how it influenced
and stirred the Protestant Christian to the very core of his being.
Isn't that the best of Protestantism?

~~when

two estranged people seek
reconciliation., it is essential
for each of them to discover
the special gifts the other has.""

And finally, what would you say about the Orthodox churches?
The Orthodox churches, which have the same vision of the
Eucharist and the ministry as the Catholic Church, have brought
the Risen Christ so close to daily life throughout their history.
They have done this particularly through the prayer of the
Church, to such an extent that even nonbelievers can sense in the
Orthodox liturgy the ineffable presence of the living God .

And the Catholic Church?
The Catholic Church is above all the Church of the Eucharist;
her specific gift lies there. Through storm and stress she has
allowed the Eucharist to remain a source of unanimity of the faith,
like an underground river flowing through her entire history, even
the darkest periods. (Whereas it has always been in the nature of
Protestantism to allow everyone the possibility of a personal

Why are young people throughout the world so attracted to Taize?
And why is Taize so interested in youth?
When I was young, I was surprised that young people were made
to keep a certain distance from their elders. I respected that
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An interior of the Taize church, tvith the monks in. the middle.

Pope John Paul II and Brother Roger.

distance; I don't think I suffered from it, but it astonished me. At
that time when there were so many divisions among people, I kept
on asking myself: why these antagonisms, this condemning out of
hand, this inability to understand one another? And I wondered:
Does there exist , here on earth, a way to understand everything in
another person?
Then came a day - I can still remember the date, and I could
describe the place: the subdued light of a late summer evening,
darkness settling over the countryside - a day when I made a
resolution . I said to myself: If such a way exists, begin with
yourself and commit yourself to understanding everything in every
human being; become the man who can understand everything.
That day, I knew the resolve I had made was final and would last
until I died. It consisted simply in returning again and again
during my entire lifetime to that once-and-for-all resolution: seek
to understand instead of seeking to be understood.
I constantly say to myself, when every day after the common
prayer I stay on in our church to listen to the young: When I was
young, in my heart of hearts, I wanted to be listened to like this.
Why are they suffering? What lies beneath their hearts? What has
tied them up in knots? What are their inner prisons? And then
immediately another question arises , one that is more vital: What
are each one's special gifts? How can we help them discover them?
That is the most important thing. Everything else, the past, even
the moment which has just gone by, is already drowned with
Christ in the water of baptism.

discouragement felt by youth today.
We have two attitudes to deal with , to simplify things a bit: a
tremendous aspiration to persevere in seeking God and at the
same time deep disillusionment at the failure of splendid human
hopes.
But there is also tremendous hope for peace in the world
presently arising among young Christians and some of their elders.
Their hope makes it possible for the Church, even in her present
tribulation, to live in a deep-rooted confidence and to try to
communicate a taste for the living God . These young people know
that to follow Christ , they are called to combat not with weapons
of power, but with reconciled hearts. They seek to share , knowing
that world peace depends in part on more equitable sharing
among all peoples.
Everywhere, little awakenings are taking place, small groups
springing up . If these small communities place the leaven of the
Gospel in the dough of old parishes so often fearful for their
future, then the hardened crust of the old parishes will crack.
When these small groups, instead of running away, remain within,
unsuspected creative forces come to life. Many of the young have
the gift of communion with God and with others . They are overturning the ramparts of age-old rigidity.
Personally, I have always lived in the certainty that a small
number of women and men spread across the face of the earth,
seeking to reconcile in themselves struggle and contemplation, can
change the course of history and invent the wortd anew.

Pope John XXI/I tried to discover the "signs of the times " in the
world of today. Personally, what signs do you see in today 's youth?

What message do y ou have for Americans who are searching for a
spiritual life?

Since the 1970s we have noticed aspirations and difficulties they
all have in common. The aspirations .. . everywhere young people
(not all young people, of course) are seeking God , often after
apparently having given up all reference to Him. This aspiration is
found in the Southern continents as well as in the North. Seeking
God. Who is God? How can I root my life in Christ? On this
quest, those who are not sidetracked and who persevere find that
they develop deep roots. And that's marvelous.
There are also the troubles of our time - the age of disillusionment, the great void of which many are conscious. Once they
had hope, splendid human hope in a just society. But it has to be
admitted that what was hoped for most has not come about; the
evolution of human society has turned out otherwise than many
had desired . So now there is disappointment and often discouragement. Discouragement is deadly. It leads people to withdraw
into groups of just a few like-minded individuals . They turn in on
themselves and are perfectly content all by themselves . The
meaning of life matters little. That's one effect of the agonizing

If they could see that the greatest mystery, the most profound
and generous of all, is the Risen Christ present for every human
being without exception, then maybe they would understand why
the main thing in our life is our friendship with Christ, our
confidence in Him. Because He is risen, He is present for all.
Whether they recognize Him or not, He suffers with all who suffer,
He weeps with all who weep , He goes through agony with all in
agony, He rejoices with all who rejoice. When we glimpse this
reality, then welcoming Christ into our life becomes the one thing
that really matters.
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never really thought of himself as a hero . He had
only done what any Catholic chaplain would do in the
same circumstances: he had comforted the wounded,
anointed the dying and led a band of shocked and
panic-stricken men away from a place of certain
death . He did it because he was a Catholic priest serving as a
chaplain in World War II, and there was surely nothing heroic
about that.
Others disagreed . The United States Navy was impressed that he
had led some 300 men to safety, and it was understandably
gratified that he had contributed materially to the rescue of a
27,000-ton aircraft carrier, the U.S.S. Franklin.
The Congress disagreed also, and awarded him the Medal of
Honor for "conspicuous gallantry and intrepidity at the risk of his
life above and beyond the call of duty." He was Chaplain Joseph T.
O'Callahan of the Navy's Corps of Chaplains. And although
Father O'Callahan received far more publicity, the other Jesuit
chaplains also served the sailors and soldiers of America's armed
forces with sustained hard work and quiet dedication. To be sure,
a few may have taken an unduly harsh or unsympathetic attitude
toward the men in their charge , and a few others may have showed
more interest in their personal advancement than in the welfare of
the troops, but, by and large , the chaplains were equal to the task
the nation and the Church had given to them . What follows is the
story of these Jesuit chaplains.
More than II ,000 clergymen served as Army and Navy

chaplains, with roughly 8,000 assigned to the Army and 3,000 to
the Navy. Slightly less than 30 percent of them, or 3,242, were
Catholic priests, and of these, exactly 253 were Jesuits . The Jesuit
chaplains paid a stiff price for their decision to enter the military:
two were killed by the enemy, one died while a prisoner of war in
a Japanese prison camp, four died of causes directly attributable
to their work as chaplains, and eight more suffered severe wounds
while serving in action. Countless others suffered less tangible
wounds, such as prolonged exhaustion, mental anguish or nervous
breakdowns . War hit them with cruel severity and the wonder is
that so many of them recovered so well. Most of them were able to
return to normal peacetime activity, however, and at the present
moment, 76 of the 253 are still alive. Twenty-three of their number
came from California of which eight still survive.
One could almost write a history of America's role in the war by
studying what the Jesuit chaplains did in it. They saw the first
bombs fall on Manila, only hours after the Japanese had attacked
Pearl Harbor; they experienced the horrors of the Bataan Death
March, where one of their number perished along the way; they
were with the first wave of American troops that landed in North
Africa in November, 1942; they served in Sicily and Italy, and were
present for the catastrophic landing of the Allies at Anzio. They
also landed at Normandy shortly after D-Day, and witnessed the
great sweep of the a llied armies a cross the fields of France in the
summer of 1944. And they were with the American troops when
the Germans counterattacked in the Battle of the Bulge, where one
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of them was captured and put in prison for the remainder of the
war. A Jesuit from the University of Santa Clara , Raymond F.
Copeland, was the first chaplain (and one of the first American
officers) to enter Hitler's mountain retreat at Berchtesgaden in the
Bavarian Alps .
·
In the Pacific· theatre of war, they displayed a similar knack for
showing up at the right island for the right battle . They served
with the Marines on Guadalcanal and participated in the bloody
invasion of Tarawa . Another of their number, Chaplain James
Deasy of Santa Clara, was in the opening wave of Marines that
landed on Iwo Jima. Of the 120 men in his battalion, 70 died
within the first day of battle, and two days later he buried the
body of one of his former students from Santa Clara , AI Garcia.
(Garcia had joined the Marines after he finished his junior year at
Santa' Clara . Father Deasy remembers that he ran into him quite
by accident near the end of the second week of battle: "We were
going through the cemetery together," he recalls, "and AI said ,
'My God, Father, this is awful.' AI was with me the whole day.
The next afternoon I buried him.")
They also served on battleships, carriers, cruisers, destroyers
and many smaller craft. And when the war finally ended on
September 2, 1945, two of them were present on the battleship
U.S.S. Missouri, anchored in Tokyo Bay, as the Japanese
emissaries signed the document of surrender that ended the
conflict. For all their travels, they had not quite managed to be
everywhere: they missed the Japanese attack on Pearl Harbor, the
battle of Midway and the first day of the Normandy invasion.
The career of the Jesuit chaplain, like that of every chaplain,
began at one of the two schools for military chaplains. The Navy
school was at the College of William and Mary in Virginia, while
the Army had taken up quarters at Harvard University. The
courses were rigorous and the physical regimen was demanding,
but most of the student-chaplains found the experience at least
endurable, including the Jesuits who complained occasionally (but
vigorously) about the poor quality of instruction.

Both schools tried to break down religious conflict by throwing
men of different denominations into close contact whenever it was
possible. It was their policy, for instance, to make certain that no
two men of the same denomination shared a dormitory room. One
Jesuit who went through a Navy school had a Methodist roommate who, he said, told him that "this is the first time in my life
that I have ever spoken to a Catholic priest."
At times there were disagreements between the Protestant and
Catholic chaplains and, occasionally, an argumentative or tactless
Jesuit was to blame. One Jesuit, for instance, had an unfortunate
habit of referring to Protestant chaplains as "heretics." He was sent
to the Aleutians. But the overall pattern was one of helpful
cooperation. Former Chaplain Alfred Kilp of Los Angeles said,
"We practiced ecumenism long before anyone had even heard of
the word."
With chaplain's school finished, the newly formed Jesuit
chaplain proceeded to his next assignment. It was here that he first
ran into the brash young recruit (the "G.I." or "Gove·rnment Issue,"
as he was called in the Army) who would occupy most of his
waking hours for the rest of the war. Not many days would pass
before he learned that America's soldiers and sailors had coined a
long list of nicknames for him and his fellow chaplains. (No
special sobriquets followed the Jesuit chaplains, probably because
the enlisted men looked at them as chaplains first , as Catholic
chaplains second, and last of all as Jesuit chaplains.)
The most common nicknames were "Sky Pilot," "Sky Scout,"
"G.I. Jesus," "Jumping Jesus" (if he was a paratroop chaplain,
though no Jesuit was) and, of course, "Padre." The nickname most
often quoted in the press, "Holy Joe," could be either derogatory
or complimentary, depending on whether the men liked the
chaplain or not. Emphatically uncomplimentary were ·such
epithets as "Holy Job," "Jeremiah," "Bible Hound" and "Pulpit
Siren." Obviously America's fighting men did not want to be
harangued, a point that was not lost on the more astute chaplains.
The simple truth is that the wartime enlistee had.a ·

PAGE 11 - Cilaplain Cilarles F. Su ve r, S.]. , give s Communion to a Marine
while saying ~lass on top of ~ft. Suribachi on lwo lima. The mountain was
not yet tight/)' secured. The ~Iarine receiving Communion is a Santa Clara
graduate, B.A. 1939, J.D. 1942, wilo li ves today in Santa Cruz.

ABOVE- Cilaplain Samuel Hill Ray, S.]., offers Mass 011 Ulitili Atoll in th e
Pacific on All Saints Day, 1944. Note tlw fle e t i11 tile background. Til e me11
attending the i'lass are shirtless becau.~e of the heat and humidity, but th e
Chaplain ne t:e rtheless wears all th e vestments normally worn at ~lass.
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world that was sharply different from that of the chaplain. For the
enlisted men, war meant hurry up and wait , stand in line, wait
some more; the girl back home, Mom's apple pie, home; AWOL,
SNAFU, KILROY WAS HERE; dull diet , same diet, no diet;
injections, inspections, rejections; routine, homesickness, boredom;
and finally, shipboard for home. For the Catholic G. I., war meant
other things as well: Mass in a steamy jungle with an altar perched
on top of empty oil cans; bad news from the Catholic chaplain
(Mom died, child hurt in an auto accident, wife marrying another
man) ; a rough, inflexible, insensitive chaplain; or final absolution
from a brave chaplain who had crawled through a minefield to be
with a dying man in his final hours .
For the chaplains, Jesuits included , it was the same war, but
seen from a different viewpoint: rising at five, running all day,
always behind, five hours sleep; lonely men, sad men, frightened
and wounded men; burial detail, death, fear of death, stench of
dead bodies; G.I. wit, youthful faces , beer with the men; stale
bread, no bread , and Bread of Life.

from Philadelphia who had been told he was "too old" to go
overseas (he was 41 at the time) , and had been left behind at a fort
in South Carolina, managed in one month to hear 268 confessions,
visit 155 men in the camp hospital and hold counseling sessions
with 146 enlisted men and 48 officers . In addition , he somehow
found time to perform three weddings , conduct nine Masses in the
field (which meant long trips in a jeep), and make almost daily
visits to the enlisted men in the mess hall. The Army, in its
wisdom, finally decided that he was not too old for overseas duty
after all, and it sent him to India for the last year of the war. He
continued to work 16 to 18 hours a day, writing letters for the men,
arranging movies and athletic contests , and working away at the
countless morale problems that arise when military men are sent
to a decrepit outpost far removed from combat and thousands of
miles from home .
If the men were sent into battle, their chaplain went along with
them. Chaplain Raymond Copeland spent almost 500 days in
combat, the worst of them at the Anzio beachhead and in the
Apennine Mountains of Italy. At one point he had to leave the
battlefield for several months to recover from yellow jaundice and
frostbite , but as soon as his illnesses abated, he went back into
combat. Some Jesuits who went through combat had to do
without sleep for a week or more, while others worked 20-hour
days for two or three weeks at a stretch . After a while, the strain
told . One Jesuit chaplain, who had weighed 245 pounds when he
entered the service, found that after three combat campaigns his
weight had dropped down to 168 pounds . Others suffered from
ulcers or migraine headaches, and some collapsed in exhaustion
during the last months of the war.
With combat came danger, and the presence of danger often
forced the chaplains to act in a truly heroic manner. A good
example is the ten Jesuit chaplains serving with the American
Army as it fought against the Japanese on the Bataan Peninsula in
the Philippines . One of their number, Chaplain Juan Gaerlan, was
executed during the Bataan Death March and his body has never
been found. The other chaplains suffered starvation, disease,
torture and brutal imprisonment that lasted the rest of the war.
Despite these hardships, however, they kept up their work as best
they could, tending the sick and wounded , and providing a decent
burial for the men who died at the hands of the enemy. The
demands placed on them took their toll: when the Army doctors
examined them after their liberation, they found that the chaplains
were suffering from multiple fo rms of dysentery, malaria , beriberi ,
scurvy and severe malnutrition. Still, nine out of ten had survived .
Many Jesuits risked their lives in order to rescue wounded men
and bring them back to safety. During the assault of the Marines
on Makin island in the South Pacific, a Jesuit chaplain spotted a
wounded man lying on the road some 50 feet ahead of him. The
priest , Stephen J . Meany, ran toward the wounded man, even
though he knew that a Japanese sniper's nest was only 30 feet
away from where the soldier lay. Suddenly he spun wildly in the
air: machine gun bullets had ripped into his shoulder, chest and
elbow. The force of the bullets slammed him violently to the
ground. Another soldier crawled out to help him but was killed
before he could reach the injured chaplain. When Mean y finally
came to his senses , his first act was to give the last rites of the
Ca tholic Church to the man who had died trying to rescue him.
Three hours later the sniper's nest finall y was silenced and Meany
was evacuated to an aid station for immediate blood transfusions .
The next mo rning, when he awoke , he sa w a group of Army
corpsmen gathered around his stretcher. They were men from his
battalion and he knew what they wanted. Leaning across his cot ,
he gave each of them Holy Communion - it was Sunday
morning, after all. He still .had a fistful of machine gun bullets
buried deep in his body. The Army, reviewing the incident ,
thought his efforts merited both a Purple Heart and a Silver Star.
High commendations went to another Jesuit chaplain who
risked his life not only for American soldiers, but for the enemy's
men as well. In the final months of 1944, Chaplain Gerald A.

When he came to his senses,
his first act was to give the
last rites to the man who had
died trying to rescue him.
The distance between the enlisted men and the chaplains was
real but the more resourceful chaplains quickly found ways to
bridge it. The shrewd chaplain tried to be with his men as much as
possible . A year before the war broke out, Chaplain Stephen
Meany spent 14 months with the 27th Infantry Division while it
performed field maneuvers in Alabama. When the men slept on
the bare ground in the woods , he did the same. If the men moved
three times in a day, he moved too . If the division stopped for a
day to rest, he generally used the occasion to visit the units that
had no Catholic priest. He kept up this practice for the rest of the
war, as did many other chaplains, both Jesuit and non-Jesuit.
The zealous chaplain was especially careful to stay close to his
men during their times of grief. A Jesuit from New Orleans,
assigned to a seaplane tender in the Pacific, was given the sad task
of telling a young sailor that his mother had just died . The young
man fell to pieces when he heard the news, sobbing and moaning
for almost three hours . The chaplain stayed with him to the end,
and when the crying finally stopped, he somehow found the right
words to say, words that got him back on his feet , and helped him
leave the past behind .
A few chaplains, however, took a brusque and even hostile
attitude toward their charges. An example was a Jesuit who had
been assigned to a field artillery group on the West Coast. In a
letter to the chief of Army chaplains, he referred to the troops in
his outfit as "the rag-tag" and "the victims of a misguided draft
board" who would always be "a source of care and embarrassment" to the Army. These "casuals ," as he described them , had
turned the camp into a "dude ranch," and he meant to "clean
house" without further delay. As it turned out , he neither cleaned
house nor made very many contacts with the men in uniform .
Even though his impact on the men in his unit had been almost
completely negative, a year later the Army sent him overseas,
because he was physically strong, of impeachable morals, and
dedicated to the Army. All that the chief of chaplains could do was
to move him to another division, since the shortage of chaplains
capable of combat duty was acute and growing worse all the time.
Chaplains with a friendly face and a welcoming manner, on the
other hand , found themselves swamped with work . A Jesuit priest
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World War II ended not with a bang, nor eve n a whimper, but
with a vast collective sigh heard round the world . The end came to
the Jesuit chaplains in varied ways. When the U.S . Army
How well did they do, these 253 sons of Loyola who went off to
war" An examination of their medals and other honors shows that
they did about as well as the other chaplains , neither surpassing
them nor lagging behind. Perhaps a more reliable gauge, and
certainly a more revealing one, was the "efficiency report" handed
in by each chaplain's commanding officer. Many have been lost,
but enough of them have survived to reveal that the Jesuits
generall y gave a good account of themselve s. Some clearl y
excelled, but by and large , the efficiency reports show that most
of the Jesuit chaplains achieved a level of competency that was
either satisfactory or a cut above it. The same seems to be true of
most other chaplains . No single group really failed , and most
comported themselves in an admirable fashion.
Though the Jesuit chaplains looked and acted much the same
as their non-Je s uit confreres (they wore the sa me uniform, obeyed
the same rules, performed the sa me task s) nevertheless certain
subtle differences between Je s uits and non-Jesuits did appear from
time to time. Some of the Jesuits, for instance, had a habit of
making distinctions that were so precise as to escape the grasp of
lesser mortals. One man said in a sermon that the dropping of the
atomic bomb on Japan wa s not the "cause" of Japan's surrender
but its "occasion." (The exact difference between the "cause" and
the "occasion" will never be known, because the speaker saw no
reason to explain it.)
Some of them also showed an uncommon willingness to deliver
"lectures" to the officers and men in their unit , even when they
were not especially knowledgeable about the subject at hand. One
chaplain stationed on a warship in the Pacific wrote his family
that he had just finished an extensive series of lectures about
Japanese history, culture, and the structure of the Japanese language . He admitted freely that he knew nothing about the Japanese
language , and little more about the country's history or culture.
Still , he believed that he was qualified to lecture about Japan .
After all, his fi eld was mathematics.
Even though there were differences among chaplains of different
denominations, all of them shared two overwhelming convictions
in common. First, they all believed that war was a preposterously
stupid business that demonstrated nothing so well as the depths to
which human nature could fall. And second , they were convinced
that the only force that could undo man's folly and save him from
his wars, was God .
All of this was compellingly summed up in a statement that a
former Jesuit chaplain, James Deasy, made to me only a short
time ago. He had been sent to lwo Jima, and while tending the
wounded lying on the beach, an enemy shell suddenly buried him
alive. Eleven other men were buried in the same blast , all of them
covered by tons of volcanic sand. For the next two-and-one-halfhours Chaplain Deas y struggled frantically to stay alive . Finally
someone spotted his fingers sticking up through the sand and a
rescue party pulled him out. All during the long ordeal, as he
fought for his next breath . he kept asking himself. "Why in
the world does human nature destroy its own kind' 1 The
birds of the air don't do that. and here we are, human
beings, destroying our own species ." After his rescue.
a second thought ran through his mind: "There were
II other men who were buried with me, and the y
all died. How did I survive'> I attributed it to the
Blessed Sacrament. which I was carrying at the
time . and which I carried for the whole 35 da ys
I was on lwo Jima . I promised God th a t if I
ever got out of that place alive, I would spend
the rest of my life spreading the devotion to
the Blessed Sacrame nt. I have kept that
promise ."

Quinn was moving with his division across the empty. swamp-filled
fields of Holland. The front was quiet , the enemy nowhere to be
seen. Suddenly his group was pinned down by heavy German
artillery, and for the rest of t.he day the Americans were pounded
to pieces by devastating German fire. Many Americans were killed
or wounded in the barrage and someone had to be with them.
Again and again Chaplain Quinn left his foxhole and ran across
open fields, leading litter bearers to the wounded men , adminis tering the last rites and directing the evacuation of the dead. He
rendered the same services to the Germans, comforting their
wounded , administering the Sacraments and supervising the
removal of their dead and injured. He seemed almost indestructible, remaining in action for seven months more until the war
finally came to a close.
And when the sound and fury of battle had ended , it was time
to bury the dead. "Burial detail ," as it was usually called , was a
thankless and deeply depressing task but one that every combat
chaplain had to endure. Chaplain Joseph O'Callahan of the U.S.S.
Franklin had the sad duty of burying at sea the 341 men who had
been killed when a bomb from an enemy plane ripped through the
interior of the ship. Some of the bodies of the men were so tightly
squeezed into the wreckage that it took an hour or more to
extricate a single body. O'Callahan himself worked beside the men
who carried out this gruesome duty. The task so exhausted him ,
that at one point he fell asleep halfway down a ladder.

Clwplaiu joseph T. O'Callalwu, S.}., atlm iuisters the Last Rites to a
crewman aboard the USS Franklin after it had b••en bombed on
1Uarrh 19, 1945. The •·reWIIWII, Rol1ert C.
Blarwlwrd, sur1>ived, amllit·e.< today
in South Amboy, New Jersey.

DONALD F. CROSBl·, S.j., is an as.wciate professor of history am/
religious .<tudies at Santa Clara. His Ph .D. i.<from Brandeis Unil·ersity. He i.< compiPting rpsean·h thi.< summPr for his book 011 AmPriNlll Catholi•· Clwplaiu.< of rT'or/d JJ"ar II.
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Psychology
at the
Stock xchange
by Jerry A. Kroth

needed skills after an unprecedented conflict - not before. Freud,
for vas tl y different reasons. saw man still wallowing around the
pla net half uncon scio us , far too aggressive and too prone to projection and to making his neighbor the scapegoat for his own
uncon sc ious urgings and peccadilloes . As such. the race is eons
away from the kind of rational consciousness that might similarly
act in some constructive way to
prevent future global upheavals
which Freud. as well. thought
were coming.
Take a look. for example. at
Mexico's President Jose Lopez
Portillo whose administration
failed to call price fluctuations in
oil and . in rather wholesale
fashion. borrowed and spent to
the limit on the premise that
revenues would be there when th e
notes came due . In psychology that is called "impulsivity," not
stoic self-discipline. and the result, of course, is panic selling of
pesos . devaluation and frightened lenders in this country and
abroad tr ying to figure out ways to reschedule these debts. (Three
U.S. banks alone hold some $10 billion worth of Mexican
promissory notes).

R w market analysts and doctors of boom or doom ignore the
fact that much of what's going on at the stock exchange is
gove rned by ps yc hological forces . Lip service, at least. is paid to
the subterranean course p syc hology takes in s haping the up s a nd
downs of equities.
Probably the most basic psychological notion s floating around
are that bull and bear markets are
just other word s for the emotional cycles of greed and fear.
Fear produces the panic selling
that plunges the Dow into its periodic black holes while greed. of
co urse . sets off buying frenzi es
like those of recent month s which
have yet to be witnessed in the histor y of th e averages. more shares
trading hand s in two weeks of
1982 than in the whole of 1960.
If we knocked on the door s of some of the masters. like Dr.
Sigmund Fre ud or his arch-antagonist. B. F. Skinner (behavioris m). we would be surprised to learn how bearish both are . Skinne r. interviewed in 1982. was particularl y pessimistic that man
would develop the s kills he needs to a ve rt th e global catastrophes
to ward which he sees man heading. People tend to develop th e

A basic psychological notion is
that bull and bear markets are
other words for emotional
cycles of greed and fear.
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So, with the swift instinctual refle x Freud told us to watch for,
Portillo suddenly blamed the bankers for their speculation ,
American tourists for their border town scavenger hunting and
Mexican nationals owning property abroad as the ultimate
boogey-men. By nationalizin'g the banks, Portillo became the hero
of a newly written chapter of the Mexican revolution instead of a
culprit who brought about the bad times the Mexican people must
now endure . For a psychologist the bottom line is that projection
and finding a scapegoat always takes precedence over a good ,
healthy admission of guilt and responsibility.
The task at hand , however, is to try to translate the dour
prognosis Skinner and Freud assign to mankind into some kind
of bearish economic forecast, and that , by itself, is a rather risky
business. What shall it be, depression or hyperinflation?
With Republicans in power there is generally an affinity for
depression with large numbers of people unemployed at the very
bottom of the ladder while some parts of the upper echelon
preserve and protect equities from inflationary erosion.
Democrats, on the other hand, like to spread the "malaise" around
and to do so as equitably as possible. If forced to choose between
the two dreaded diseases, therefore , the Democrat's obvious
preference is inflation . With Carter we had double-digit inflation,
and everyone's purchasing power reduced in Democratic
egalitarian tradition; with Reagan, we find double-digit interest
rates and lO million people losing their jobs in the selective
attritions favored by the GOP.

commodities, which are squeezed between masses of people competing for goods that are harder to find , replenish or manufacture .
An example is metropolitan Mexico City, which is supposed to
have a population nearing 32 million at the turn of the century. To
imagine this scenario, we would have to bus the entire population
of California to Mexico City suburbs, add lO million more people,
and try to see them setting up housekeeping, sewage treatment
facilities and food distribution outlets over the next 18 years. And
if your powers of imagery are fine-tuned enough for the world
picture, try to imagine 2.3 billion more mouths to feed by the year
2000. That is a 50 percent increase on the "demand" side of this
issue while there is only a 4 percent increase in arable land standing on the "supply" side of this equation. Add into this formula a
projected loss of 40 percent of all existing forests , a 20 percent rate
of extinction for all species currently alive and, not to forget , an
annual global population increase for each year after the turn of
the century of 100 million new persons. Is it really possible to
visualize a world with the equivalent of two new Chinas to deal
with in less than two decades? It all adds up to geometrically
increasing population fighting for vastly dwindling resources. The
bottom-line is inflationary to the extreme.
There is another psychological factor which points us in the
direction of hyperinflation rather than depression, and that is
democracy itself. Without a barrage of attitude conditioning and
propaganda, people do not vote themselves into self-sacrifice and
austerity for very lengthy periods of history. Democracy tends to
move toward self-satisfaction of needs and impulses, not the
opposite. There are some 21 million persons either on welfare or
unemployment compensation and another 35 million on social
security. Some 70 percent of the federal budget is now devoted to
entitlements. That, by itself, is a rather large constituency. Do we
see legislators coming back to their districts with a message that
we must (again!) support higher interest rates, belt-tightening and
spartan lifestyles, or do we wager that Congress will tend to act
like Mexico President Portillo and find a pleasant scapegoat as a
substitute?
If we are faced with bulging deficits and the need to resume
higher interest rates, it will be the Fed and its chairman Paul
Volcker who we can count on to be legislated into impotence,
tarred and feathered and fully blamed for a lack-luster economy.
The blame could be shared with a collective, democratic
acquiescence to the need to further the recession and stifle the
economy with renewed tight money. It may not come to pinpointing blame, but when we ask whether interest rates will go up or
down, in the long run we are wagering whether the people will
vote for self-indulgence (easy money) or self-sacrifice (tight
money). Chances are the former with the Fed taking the rap if
things turn sour once again. Hyperinflation, indeed , is the favorite
in this horse race.
There is hope , of course, that Freud and Skinner are premature
in their pessimism and that some genuine tangibles are in front of
us now to relieve these sour emotions. Furthermore, other things
might happen besides these psychological scenarios. Population
might diminish from plague, pestilence or thermonuclear war, or
resources might get a supply-side boost from genetically improved
agriculture , fusion or some sort of breakthrough in photovoltaics .
But there comes a time when we have to try to draw the line,
especially in making iong-range forecasts , between catastrophic or
wishful thinking on the one hand, and reasoned judgment on the
other. Skinner's pessimism is based on the idea that there are not
enough people, governments or nations interested in meeting these
problems now. To him we are much closer to these catastrophes
than to any utopian federation benevolently dictating contraceptive and abortion practices to control population while simultaneously directing traffic at the Straits of Hormuz to ensure an
equitable distribution of resources to masses of loyal and happy
subjects. Freud's pessimism, on the other hand , is based on the
idea that we still are generations away from seeing open-minded ,
fair, rational, self-effacing people in touch enough with their own

For the timid and unsure
who'd like to stay out of this
psychodrama, there's always
money market funds.
Putting our "psychobabble" aside for a moment, let us look at
some of the facts. On the depression side of the equation , we have
almost lO million people unemployed whose benefits are running
out with little prospect of employment. Also, we have the foreboding world financial collapse around the corner with Mexico,
Bolivia, Argentina, Romania, Poland , Brazil and a total of 20
nations dangerously close to default.
Considering that Western financial institutions currently have
slightly more than a half trillion dollars out on loan to foreign
nations, one has to wonder just how many more bank failures and
Penn Centrals the financial markets will endure before someone
pushes the panic button and a house of cards falls down around
us. (Indeed, many think that lowered interest rates did not signal
a "turn around" as much as the need for the Federal Reserve to do
something to avert a collapse in world banking.)
A financial commentator recently remarked that if three
countries alone made the political decision to default on their
debts, the Bank of America 's book value could all but be
absorbed. Add to all this corporate liquidity problems, a trillion
dollar government debt, bankruptcies at an all-time high and
Russian economist Kondratieff's 54-year depression cycle, and we
see the first global upheaval faintly off in the shadows of our
future . For Kondratieff, October, 1983, would be right on target.
Our second dreaded disease, however, hyperinflation, also ought
to be reviewed . We have some obvious "fundamentals" on the
planet that are all too familiar to social scientists: there are everincreasing populations chasing after ever-diminishing resources .
The result of this is inflation. There may be temporary gluts in oil,
sugar, gold or pork bellies, but we have to remember Carter's
"Global 2000" report on the future of the planet's resources. The
picture is weak at best and bleak at most for the majority of
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Wall Street in action.

prejudices and hatreds to turn a cheek and cooperate with their
shadowy projections and adversaries.
Indeed , we would all like to believe these forecasts are nothing
more than wild speculations founded on a bunch of academic
gobbledegook , but before we can throw them out wholesale , we
have to be able to see a Yasir Arafat and Menachem Begin sitting
at the same cabinet, governing the same unified people in some
kind of harmonious sharing of that treasured and holy piece of
real estate. Instead, we see Nazi-like massacres on the streets of
Beirut and that is what makes our psychological visionaries seem
less like loonies and more like the "mainstream realists" of our
time . The only thing working against their dreaded scenarios is
what also eeked out of Pandora's box when they opened it
- hope.
In viewing these conditions , can it be said that psychology gives
us an investment strategy after all? Well , if you are into psychological nihilism and see democracies voting in easy money, blaming
the Fed and using infantile mechanisms (like printing more
money) to compensate for the basic inflationary squeeze between
supply and demand , then buy gold, young man, buy gold - for
the long term. If, on the other hand , you are into power and
cannot imagine a Republican permitting the erosion of everyone's

assets through inflation, you will likely predict renewed vigilance
against the animal with higher interest rates or other exercises of
abject force to control the beast (a wage-price freeze, a gold
standard , an exercise of Presidential emergency powers). While
that may keep him in his cage, it does not provide a good business
climate and spells big downdrafts in the Dow so, in short , buy
short , and get yourself on Joseph Granville's mailing list. You can ,
however, ignore these diseases and hope sound Reaganomics will
provide a gradual recovery, out-pace inflation through supply-side
increases in investment and productivity and successfully
"reschedule" world indebtedness so that we can expect to see a few
years of an accelerating bull market. Obviously, equities and bonds
would be favored, so get them while they are still cheap.
For the timid and unsure who would like to stay out of this
psychodrama, there is always a safe no-comment to make in
money market funds and treasury certificates, offering both capital
preservation and emotional security - at least for the time being.

JERRY A. KROTH is an associate professor of Counseling
Psychology and has taught at the University since 1975. His Ph.D.
is from Florida State University.
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Jesuits and Social Justice Today
by Joseph A. O'Hare, S.J.
The letters A.M.D.G. are familiar to most Jesuit alumni of a
certain era. They stand for the Latin maxim , ad majorem Dei
gloriam (for the greater glory of God) , associated with St. Ignatius
of Loyola and his Spiritual Exercises. To many former Jesuit
students, who may have anxiously penned those letters at the top
of every examination blue book (evidence of religious devotion
often in inverse ratio to mastery of the subject), the expression
may be recalled as only a pious slogan from an age that has
passed . Actually, the phrase is deceptively dangerous; it is at the
heart of much of the controversy that has surrounded the Jesuits
in recent years .

consumer society that breeds compulsive buying and identifies the
good life with material affluence; the wildly disproportionate share
of the nation's resources spent in the production of weapons of
war rather than in educational development and the basic needs
of the poor.

Puzzled by some things
they see Jesuits doing,
alumni sometimes ask
~~what are you Jesuits up to?"

Jesuit maxim, mission remain contemporary

If Jesuits take seriously the call to seek always what is for the
greater glory of God, they are most certainly going to be troublesome people to have around , for the call is inherently a challenge
to the status quo. To seek what is greater implies a certain restlessness. This traditional phrase expresses the essential modernity
of the lgnatian idea: to respond to the actual needs of the service
of the Church as these are defined with the greatest urgency in
every age . To do this it is necessary to read the signs of the times,
as the second Vatican Council put it, or, as their 32nd General
Congregation challenged contemporary Jesuits in 1975, to "contemplate our world as Ignatius did his, that we may hear anew the
call of Christ dying and rising in the anguish and aspirations of
men and women."
In 1975, GC 32 did look at the world of today and found it to be
characterized by cultural atheism and systematic injustice. Accordingly, the Congregation concluded that the primary orientation of
contemporary Jesuits must be to respond to such a world, and the
actual needs of the men and women who live and die in it, by
"serving faith and promoting justice."
The expressions may be new, the crises behind it may be
contemporary, but the concern is as traditional as the Jesuit idea
itself: to seek always the greater glory of God.
Some Jesuit alumni, of course, are puzzled by some of the
things they see Jesuits doing these days. "What are you Jesuits up
to? ," one alumnus, the ambassador of a Latin American country,
asked me five years ago. Jesuits in his country were outspoken in
their criticism of the violations of human rights by his government.
In a fundamental sense, the Jesuits are up to what they have
always been up to: seeking the greater glory of God, and this will
mean in any age and in any country that fixed and settled ways of
doing things come under challenge.

Brother's Keeper?
by Eric W. Wright

Changing such conditions is not easy or simple . And the Jesuits
make no claim to have a magic formula for the perfect society.
Even men and women of good conscience can disagree about what
particular economic programs, for example, might best solve the
problems of widespread unemployment. But these political , social
and economic questions all have a moral dimension and they
demand a moral commitment. Those critics who charge that
Jesuits and other priests and religious should "stay out of politics"
are most often denying in effect that there is a moral dimension to
many social , economic and political issues.
Change is risky, but necessary
Identifying exactly where change is needed if justice is to be
served, deciding what changes actually promise to serve justice
better and working, inevitably through some political process , to
achieve those changes is a risky business . Mistakes in judgment are
possible at many junctures . But passively accepting the way things
are represents a surrender to an even more serious danger:
ignoring both the reality of sin and the promise of salvation in our
present historical moment.
The Gospel puts that same challenge in a different way: When I
was hungry, did you feed me? When I was in prison, did you visit
me? When I was the victim of injustice, did you defend me? The
questions are put by Jesus to His disciples , and His disciples can
hardly excuse themselves by saying they do not want to get
"politically involved."
Life for the Jesuits ~ and for their friends and critics as well ~
might be more serene if they were more willing to accept things
just as they are. But if they did this , they would not really be
seeking the greater glory of God , would they?

Changes necessary in individuals, institutions
More specifically, because atheism and injustice today reflect
not just the malice of individuals but certain institutional structures in society, serving faith and promoting justice must include
the attempt to change those structures. The Kingdom of God calls
not only for individualistic conversion but the conversion and
redemption of the societies in which we live.
In a country like El Salvador, for example, this will mean a
radical change in the pattern of land ownership. Here in the
United States there are other structures in our society that foster
atheism and injustice: for example, the pervasive materialism of a
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5l certain man went down from Jerusafem to Jericho, andjeff among tliieves, wliicli strippei liim
ofliis raiment, and wountfed liim, and departd, feaving liim 1ia£f ieai. ~ 5Ind Gy cliance tliere

came down a certain priest tliat way; and wlien lie saw liim, lie passd Gy on tlie otlier
silfe. 'i' 5Ind fil(g.wise a Levite, wlien lie was at tlie pface, came and fool(d on liim, andpassd
Gy on tlie otlier silfe. ~ 'lJut a certain Samaritan, as lie journeyei, came wliere lie was; and
wlien lie saw liim lie fuuf compassion on liim. ~ 5lnd went to liim, ani 6ound up liis wounds,
pouring in oif aruf wine, and set liim on liis own 6east, and 6rouglit liim to an inn, and tool( care
ofliim. ~ 5Iruf on tlie morrow, wlien lie departd, lie tool( out two pence, andgave tliem to tlie
fwst, and saitf unto liim, urra/(g. care of liim; and whatsoever tfwu spendest more, wlien I come
again, I wi{[ repay tliee." ~ Wliicli now of tliese, tliinf(est tfwu, was neigli6our unto liim tliat
jeff among tlie tliieves? 'i' 5Ind lie saitf, ((:He tliat sliewd mercy on liim." '!'lien saitfJesus unto
liim, uqo, and lo tfwu fi/(g.wise." {Lu/(g.10:30-37}

If you go to the aid of someone in need,
when do you become legally responsible?

J.
Many legal principles have a moral
foundation. To a large extent, our laws are
intended to punish "bad" conduct and to
encourage "good" conduct. However, in certain areas there is a significant gap between
the legal and moral responses to the same situation. This article
discusses such a gap in the case of legal obligations to other people.
A classic illustration of the primary issue is the parable of the
Good Samaritan shown above.

Most people would agree that the priest and the Levite shirked
a moral obligation to help the wounded man, and would condemn
their behavior. But what is the legal position of the priest and the
Levite? In our society, neither of them would have a legal obligation to help the victim. The explanation for this rule was given
in a classic 1897 case:
Actionable negligence is the neglect of a legal duty. The
defendants are not liable unless they owed to the plaintiff a
legal duty which they neglected to perform. With purely moral
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obligations the Ia w does not deal. For example, the priest and
the Levite who passed by on the other side were not , it is
supposed , liable at law for the continued suffering of the man
who fell among thieves, which they might and morally ought
to have prevented or relieved. Suppose A , standing close by a
railroad , sees a two-year-old babe on the track and a car
approaching. He can easily rescue the child with entire safety
to himself. and the instincts of humanity require him to do so.
If he does not , he may, perhaps, justly be styled a ruthless
savage and a moral monster, but he is not liable in damages
for the child's injury, or indictable under the statute for its
death.
It follows that the Good Samaritan, who rendered aid , had no
legal duty to do so: therefore, he too could have passed by without
fear of legal retribution.
However, the law does impose an obligation once aid has begun.
Thus, after the Good Samaritan started to help the victim, he
would have an obligation to act reasonably. More over, if he acted
unreasonably (e.g., if he should not have poured oil and wine into
the wounds) he could be held legall y liable for any injury which
he caused .
A 1935 New York case illustrates this rule. A woman became ill
in the defendant's store. One of the defendant's employees took
the sick woman into the ladies' room , but then left her alone for
several hours without securing medical aid. As a result of the lack
of care. the woman died. The court emphasized that refusal to act
is not negligence if no dut y is owed , and that the store owner
would have no liabilit y if the employee had not offered help.
However. once the help was begun . there was a legal obligation to
complete the task as "an ordinary man would do .. ."Thus, the
defendant was legally liable because the aid was unreasonable.
Does this state of the law make sense? If not , should the law be
changed and. if so. how?
The traditional explanation for the way in which the priest , the
Levite and Samaritan and the store owner are treated legally is
based on a distinction between action and inaction- or misfeasance and nonfeasance. The notion is that one is liable for
affirmative misdeeds (or misfeasance): however. one is generally
not obligated to act - and therefore is not liable for inaction (or
nonfeasance).
This distinction between misfeasance and nonfeasance has
formed the basis for rules that the courts have drawn in other
areas. For example, for many centuries an owner of land was said
to owe no duty to a trespasser who came onto his land. The courts
reasoned that the owner should not have to do anything to protect
trespassers, whose presence he did not request or desire.
Similarly, the rule of nonliability for natural conditions
provided that a landowner was not liable for injuries caused
outside his property by natural conditions on his land. For
example, in a 1929 English case, a person owned property on a
steep hill and knew that rocks were on his land which were likely
to break away and fall on the neighbor who lived below him. The
court held. however, that he had no legal duty to prevent the rocks
from falling - even if it would be simple and inexpensive for him
to do so . A recent California Supreme Court case explained the
legal principle as follows:

The Good Samaritan had no
legal duty to render aid, but once
he had done so, he became legally
liable for any injury he caused.

... the common law gave (the property owner) an absolute
immunity from liability for harm caused by conditions
considered natural in origin ... No matter how great the harm
threatened to his neighbor, or to one passing by, and no
matter how small the effort needed to eliminate it, a possessor
of land had no duty to remedy conditions that were natural
in ongm.
In effect, the landowner's failure to control natural conditions for
which he was not responsible was merely nonfeasance.
The distinction between misfeasance and nonfeasance also has
influenced the definition of legal obligations in the area of
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contracts . A seller cannot misrepresent the condition of his house
without risking liability for fraud. However. the traditional rule
was that he had no obligation to disclose problems with the
property, even if he knew about them and realized that the buyer
did not.
The classic case in this area involved a seller's failure to tell a
buyer that a house was termite-infested. Courts have repea tedly
held that the seller risked no liability if he stood silently by while
the buyer believed that the house was termite-free. As a 1942
Massachusetts court explained:

A good example of this trend is a 1960 case from Washington in
which the court ruled :
A termite infestation of a frame building, such as that
involved in the instant case, is manifestly a serious and
dangerous condition .

***

Under the circumstances. we are satisfied that "justice,
equit y and fair dealing," to use Professor Keeton's language,
demanded that the [sellers] speak - that they inform
prospective purchasers, . .. of the condition, regardless of the
latter's failure to ask any questions relative to the possibility
of termites .

If this [seller] is liable .. . every seller is liable who fail s to
disclose any nonapparent defect known to him in the subject
of the sale which materially reduces its value and which the
buyer fails to discover. Similarly it would seem that every
buyer would be liable who fails to disclose any nonapparent
virtue known to him in the subject of the purchase which
materially enhances its value and of which the seller is
ignorant. ... The law has not yet, we believe, reached the point
of imposing upon the frailities of human nature a standard so
idealistic as this. That the particular case here stated by the
plaintiff possesses a certain appeal to the moral sense is
scarcely to be denied .

Even in the Good Samaritan situation, there has been some
movement away from the rule that there is no affirmative duty to
rescue another. It is well established that if a person causes an
injury due to negligent conduct , then that person must render aid.
This rule has been exte nded to situations where a person negligently creates a dangerous situation . For example, if a truck stalls
in an intersection, the driver may have an obligation to warn
others of the danger he has created. Some courts have even
extended this obligation to situations where the initial staliing was
not due to unreasonable conduct at all. but occurred purely by
accident. However, this development could still fit into the
traditional analysis of action versus inaction . for it was the
person's "activity" of driving that created the situation.
Courts also have required people who are in a "special relationship" with another to render aid. Thus. parents must rescue their
children. one spouse must rescue another. an employer must go to
the aid of an employee, a bus driver must aid a passenger, etc. The
California Supreme Court has even required a psychiatrist to warn
the potential victim of his patient's threats. However. each of these
duties comes from a particular relationship that imposes a special
moral obligation. The courts have still not imposed a general duty
to aid a stranger - i.e. , the man who fell among thieves . Should
people be legally obligated to aid a stranger?
Although the courts have not taken this step, some state legislatures have acted in an attempt to encourage Good Samaritans.
For example, public concern was aroused in California during the
1950's by well-publicized cases in which doctors refused to aid
accident victims because of the fear of a lawsuit. In response to
this situation, in 1959 California became the first state to enact a
" Good Samaritan statute." That statute provided as follows:

Thus, despite an explicit recognition of the moral appeal of the
plaintiffs case, the court reaffirmed the "rule of nonliability for
bare nondisclosure ."
The general explanation for not requiring affirmative disclosures
rested on the two principles of caveat emptor and freedom of
contract. In effect , the law encouraged each party to look out for
his or her own interests. As long as the seller did not affirmatively
lie or actively conceal the problem, he bore no legal responsibility.
Again, the distinction between misfeasance and nonfeasance was
central to the law in this area .
Interestingly enough, the law has changed considerably in recent
years in both the areas of landowner liability and contract law.
Increasingly, courts are requiring landowners to use reasonable
ca re to protect trespassers and , quite recently, the California
Supreme Court held that a landowner did have an obligation to
protect his neighbor from dangerous natural conditions on his
property. These courts have stressed the importance of protecting
other people even when it means an infringement of the freedom
to use one's own land .
Similarly, the courts have moved away from strict adherence to
the rule that a seller need not disclose hidden defects in the item
being sold. For example, in recent cases involving termite-infested
houses there is a strong trend away from a strict application of
caveat emptor. Professor W. Page Keeton describes this development as follows :

[No licensed physician], who in good faith renders
emergency care at the scene of the emergency, shall be liable
for any civil damages as a result of any acts or omissions by
such person in rendering the emergency care.
Should Good Samaritan laws merely remove a deterrent to rescue
attempts? Should they apply only to doctors?
A stronger approach was used in a unique statute passed in
Vermont in 1971. That statute requires "a person" to give
"reasonable assistance" if it can be "rendered without danger or
peril to himself or without interference with important duties owed
to others .. . ,"and punishes violation by a fine . Would it be better
if the statute imposed civil liability for failure to act? What
problems do you see with such a requirement? Might it be better
to reward rescuers rather than worry about civil or criminal
liability?
If you were a judge or a legislator, how would you approach the
problem of the priest, the Levite and the Samaritan? Is this an
area best left to moral rather than legal duties?

It is of course apparent that the content of the maxim
"caveat emptor," used in its broader meaning of imposing
risks on both parties to a transaction, has been greatly limited
since its origin . When Lord Cairns stated in Peek v. Gurney
that there was no duty to disclose facts, however morally
censurable their nondisclosure may be, he was stating the law
as shaped by an individualistic philosophy based upon
freedom of contract. It was not concerned with morals . In the
present stage of the law, the decisions show a drawing away
from this idea, and there can be seen an attempt by many
courts to reach a just result in so far as possible, but yet maintaining the degree of certainty which the law must have. The
statement may often be found that if either party to a contract
of sale conceals or suppresses a material fact which he is in
good faith bound to disclose then his silence is fraudulent.

ERIC W. WRIGHT is a professor of law at Santa Clara, teaching
courses in consumer law and torts. ·He is a graduate of Stanford
Law School. He has twice been picked as the outstanding law
professor by the Student Bar Association at SC U and received the
Hurlbut Award for Excellence in Teaching from Stanford Law
School in 1982.

The attitude of the courts toward nondisclosure is undergoing a change and contrary to Lord Cairns' famous remark
it would seem that the object of the law in these cases should
be to impose on parties to the transaction a duty to speak
whenever justice, equity and fair dealing demand it.
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"My husband and I had very deep feelings
about education and youth ... I believe I
am finishing some of the things Tom
wanted to do for Santa Clara."

Santa ·clara News

-Dorothy Risley Leavey

Leaveys linked
to business school
at dedication
on the campus

Father Rewak shows Mrs. Dorothy Lea vey the Lalique crystal vase that symbolizes the Santa
Clara Award presented to her at the dedication.

On a hot spring day, with the thermometer sit ting atop 90 degrees, the names of Thomas
and Dorothy Leavey were forged permanently onto the University's business school.
More than 900 alumni, faculty and friends were on the campus for the festivities,
which began with a formal dedication in Mayer Theatre at 4 p.m.
The trustees of the University also were there to witness the enactment of their
decision to name the school the Thomas and Doroth y Leavey School of Busi ness a nd
Administration in recognition of the $5 million pledge from the Leavey Foundation last
fall, the largest commitment to Santa Clara in its 132 years.

Father Rewak, Mrs. Leavey and her son-in-law, J. Thomas McCarthy.
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Business Dean Andrl Delbecq and John B. M. Place.
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Dean Emeritus Charles J. Dirksen and Rita Dirksen.

Catholic University President William J. Byron, S.J.

Guest speaker was Father William Byron, S.J.,
nationally known economist and president of the
Catholic University of America , who discussed the
importance of the "special quality" Jesuits bring to
the education of men and women for business in a
highly technological society. Father Byron also
received an honorary degree from the University.
At the dinner celebration in Benson Center that
concluded the event, John B. M. Place, chairman of
the Crocker Bank and a trustee of the University,
spoke about the corporate concern for business
education.
Calling education "the bellwether of civilization,"
Mr. Place said "no better commentary exists on a
society than the emphasis it places on education.
Education, most importantly, is the seed of freedom ."
The star of the show, however, was Dorothy Leavey,
whose gentle remarks as she accepted the Santa Clara
Award from Father Rewak touched the whole audience: "My husband was the motivating factor in my
life ," she began . "Both of us had very d eep feelings
a bout education and youth . .. I believe I am finishing
some of the things Tom wanted to do for Santa Clara
for many, many years. I accept this award from
Santa Clara for myself and for my dear family."

Mrs. Leavey with a jew of her 9 grandchildren.
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The Campaign for Santa Clara

Two-thirds of the way- and climbing

Rewak hosts annual
party for PC members
The President, Father William
J . Rewak , S.J ., turned host in
late April for his annual
banquet honoring members of
the President's Club.
More than 400 enjoyed this
year's celebration, a dinnerdance on April 25 in a gaily
decorated Benson Center dining
hall. Handsome Tiffany crystal
ice buckets, with the President's
Club symbol etched on them
(photo above) were presented to some 170 who have been
members five years - since the club's founding in 1977-78.
Although this event draws members mostly from the Bay
Area, it awarded its "guest from the furthest distance" honors
to Mrs. Mary Johnson of Honolulu, Hawaii .
A total of 650 men and women currently are President's
Club members. The club recognizes donors who contribute
$1 ,000 or more a year to the University.

Nearly three years into the most
ambitious fundraising campaign in
its history, Santa Clara stands at the
two-thirds mark toward its goal of
$50 million by June 30, 1985.
Commitments to the campaign
now total more than $33 million. A
total of 20,742 gifts and pledges have
been received from individuals,
corporations, foundations and
estates. The campaign was publicly
announced in October, 1981 .
Campaign General Chairman
Joseph Carrera rates the response to
date as "most encouraging. We have
made this mark for Santa Clara
during very difficult times. Now that
the economy is turning around, we
are hopeful that the pace will not
only continue, but accelerate."

Trustee Chairman Philip Sanfilippo and his wife, Bobbie, with Father Rewak.

The enthusiasm of the some I ,000
volunteers working on the campaign
is especially gratifying, Mr. Carrera
says. "It confirms the importance of
this mission of ours."
The $50 million goal is divided
among endowment, $20. 1 million;
current operations, $10.85 million;
and facilities, $19.05 million. As of
May I, thus far the campaign has
raised 83 percent of its goal for
endowment, 74 percent of its goal
for current operations and 42 percent
of its goal for facilities.
The benefits for Santa Clara from
the campaign have touched virtually
every corner of the campus. The
vignettes on the following pages
highlight some of these benefits.

Faculty pair honored at President's Club dinner
Two members of the faculty have been
selected for the President's Distinguished
Faculty Awards for 1983: Kenneth E.
Blaker, associate professor of counseling
psychology, and Mary McDougall
Gordon , associate professor of history.
The award recognizes superior teaching, publication and special service to
the University and the community.
Dr. Blaker's book on Group Leadership
has entered its second edition and he has
a chapter on "Values and the Counselor"
in the recently-released book on Readings
in Value Development . He has served on
a number of University committees,
including those concerned with the Core
Curriculum and Academic Affairs . He
speaks frequently in the area on topics
concerned with aging and balancing
family life with home and job , and conducts professional workshops on personal
growth and interpersonal communication
skills throughout the Bay Area . Dr.
Blaker came to SCU in 1965 and has
served as chairman of Counseling Psy-
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chology since 1970.
Dr. Gordon is finishing work on her
book, "Overland to California with the

Pioneer Line: The Gold Rush Diary of
Bernard J. Reid, which is being published
this year by Stanford Press. She also
has an article in the Pacific Historical
Review, on "Overland to California in
1849: A Neglected Commercial Enterprise." Dr. Gordon is the director of the
Women's Studies Program, for which she
received a grant from the National
Endowment for the Humanities.
Drs. Blaker and Gordon were honored
at the annual President's Club Banquet
on the campus on April 25 and each
received a check for $1,000. The awards
are from Father Rewak's Discretionary
Fund , which was established by the
President's Club.
This is the sixth year the faculty awards
have been made. The President's Club is
a membership group that recognizes
major financial donors to the University.

Father Rewak and Professor Blaker.

Linda works but
still needs help
to stay in college
(Continued on the follo wing page.)
Father Rewak and Professor Gordon.
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Linda Ferguson.
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The· Campaign for Santa Clara
Endowed funds - dollars for scholars

Since Campaign for Santa Clara began,
private funds to Santa Clarajor scholarships
have increased 56.5 percent.

her English major with her work experience in the health care field after she
leaves Santa Clara .
To an outsider who might not see a
link between language training and

With her savings nearly
gone, Linda knew she
had to make a choice
between work and
school. Enter Kingsley.
Money is a concern
for two-thirds
of SCU's students.

by Kenneth E. Cool
At least two days every week, Linda
Ferguson, a junior majoring in English,
goes through a dramatic metamorphosis.
The pull-over shirt, the light-colored
cords and the standard tennis shoes give
way to a starched, white scrub uniform
and white shoes as she heads for the
new-born care unit at O'Connor Hospital
in San Jose.
A registered nurse for five years before
enrolling at Santa Clara , Linda says her
work experience has given her a practical
understanding of how education relates
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to a career. As a full-time nurse in New
York, she was able to put her medical
training to the test daily while working in
the pediatric care unit at Bellevue
Hospital in Manhattan . Later, she helped
establish nursing care principles for a
new university hospital on Long Island.
Being a bit older and more mature as a
college student is "a real advantage,"
according to Linda. "I am definitely
motivated . Education means a lot to me ."
In fact, Linda already has given serious
consideration to how she might combine

nursing experience, Linda explains that
effective communication is a crucial
aspect of good medical care. She is considering law school or graduate school
and with that kind of professional preparation, she anticipates that her prospects for advancement in the medical field
will be very good, especially in the areas
of providing legal counsel or teaching
medical law to public health
professionals.
While Linda's work history may make
her distinctive, in one critical respect her
situation is representative of a problem
two-thirds of Santa Clara undergraduates
have to face : money. How does the
student acquire more funds each year to
meet the rising costs of his or her
education?
Until the spring quarter of her sophomore year, Linda was able to meet her
educational expenses from the savings
she had accumulated while still a fulltime nurse . But with those funds nearly
depleted , it became apparent that she
would have to make a choice between
school and work. "I suddenly realized,"
she recalls, "that I couldn't work full
time and go to school full time." That's
when she decided to go to Santa Clara's
Office of Financial Aid for help .
The solution to Linda's financial problems came from a generous scholarship
fund established by the Lewis A. Kingsley
Foundation - in response to the Campaign for Santa Clara. One of the stipulations of the Kingsley Fund is that
scholarship holders must work part time.
With the Kingsley Scholarship, a federal

loan and her part-time job, Linda now
faces her studies with renewed
confidence.
On work days, she is in charge of
new-born care in O'Connor's nursery,
where she averages between 16 and 30
hours a week. There are times, however,
when even the rewards of her work with
infants can have an adverse effect on her
studies. "If I work more than 16 hours,"
Linda points out, "it starts to interfere
with upcoming papers and tests." That is
why the Kingsley Scholarship has been
such a boon. "It requires me to work
only two days a week ."
Even though the scholarship has meant
a reduced work schedule for Linda, in
many ways the rival claims on her loyalty
to school and work have not diminished.
How do you choose, Linda asks, between

studying for a Spanish test and caring for
a sick infant?
This year three other deserving Santa
Clara undergraduates, in addition to
Linda, were able to continue their studies
uninterrupted, thanks to the Kingsley
Fund. According to Richard Toomey,
director of financial aid, the income
generated from the Kingsley endowed
gift will benefit even more students in
the next few years.
Many other individuals and fo·u ndations also have recognized the presSing
need to help students offset the increasing
burden of educational costs. According
to Eugene Gerwe, vice president for
University Relations, the total of private
gifts to Santa Clara for scholarships has
increased a dramatic 56.5 percent since
the Campaign for Santa Clara got
under way.

Changing the way they teach
by Kenneth E. Cool

Professor Tim Healy
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At first glance the room looks like just
another professor's office. A ragged line
of volumes protrudes from a bookcase
against the wall. A cluttered heap of
papers sits atop a desk occupying the
center of the room . But then on a table
top opposite, the eyes fix on clusters of
bright green figures lighting up a
charcoal gray screen.
Occasionally one of these figures seems
to flicker in nervous anticipation until,
glancing up from a notebook filled with
rules, the professor finally raises his
finger toward the white keyboard and
depresses a small gray button. Almost
magically, row after row of neat columns
disappears to be replaced instantaneously
by new sets of figures.
This operation is an exciting illustration of something new in engineering
education at Santa Clara , says Professor
Timothy Healy in Mechanical Engineering. This graphic representation on the
computer screen will help students
visualize the complexities of theory by
showing them how a change in any
individual component can affect a
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VATICAN
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THE PAPACY AND ART

COLLECTIONS

A SANTA CLARA EVENING

THE PAPACY AND ART

A Private Viewing and Reception • January 7, 1984
de Young Museum • San Francisco • 7 to 9 p.m.

A Private Viewing
and Reception
January 7, 1984, 7-9 p.m.

Please reserve - - - - places at $50 per person. (Donation is tax deductible .)
My check is enclosed for $- - - - - - (make checks to SCU-Vatican Evening)
Please bill me in September - - - - - 1 am interested in bus transportation to the exhibition (check one)
from the campus

de Young Museum
SAN FRANCISCO

from Stanford Shopping Center - - - -

I understand that my tickets will be mailed to the following name and address in September:
Name - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Phone - - - - - - Address -------------~----------------

City - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - State - - - - - Zip - - - - - -

ADVANCE
RESERVATION FORM

The na tiona l tour is spo nsored by a gra nt to The Metropolitan Museum of Art from Philip Morris Incorporated.
Official carrier: Pan Am; Indemnifica tion: Federal Council on the Arls and Hum a nities. The presentation in San Francisco
is made possible, in part, by a generous grant from Standard Oil Company of California and the Chevron companies.

r·---·
• Santa Clara alumni and friends are invited to a
private viewing of this magnificent exhibition at the
M. H. de Young Museum in San Francisco on

Saturday, January 7, 1984, from 7 to 9 p.m.
Professor Tim Healy

whole system .
Dr. Healy's personal computer is one
of more than 70 units donated last June
to the School of Engineering in conjunction with the Campaign for Santa Clara .
Each unit is estimated to be worth
approximately $11 ,000. "One of the nice
things about this donation," explains
Professor Daniel Lewis of Electrical
Engineering, "is that, in addition to the
units they gave us, we received in terms
of dollar value almost an equivalent
amount in spare parts."
Early on in this project , the Engineering Department had to come up with a
strategy for putting this new computer
hardware to active use . In this case, the
gift of computer hardware could not
become fully operational until sufficient
software - those instructional packages
that tell it what to do - could be
acquired. Professor Raymond Yarbrough ,
head of the installation project, explains,
"One of the reasons we were slow in getting off the ground was that there simply
was no software . It took time to raise
money for that purpose."
Most of these personal computers now
have a home somewhere in the Sullivan
Engineering complex. According to
Professor Lewis, every faculty member in
engineering has a computer at his or her
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disposal. Twenty more units have been
placed in the Personal Computer Laboratory for student use and seven workstations have been handed over to the
engineering staff for office purposes.
Several more computers, he adds, have

Agift of 70 computers
is changing the way
engineering teachers
approach their work.

gone to various departments in the
University.
Trying to decide how to derive maximum benefit from this gift is the special
charge of Professor Healy. His committee
al ready has established the Personal
Computer Laboratory and is encouraging
more student use of that facility. In his
view, it is too early to begin to forecast
all the precise applications this equipment
will have for engineering programs. But
of one thing he is already sure: the
opportunity to use computers on a daily

basis will lead to increased electronic
sophistication for everyone.
Just to have a computer in his office
and to be able to explore its potential
has, in Professor Healy's estimation,
opened up exciting new possibilities for
using computers in his classes. To explain
its potential , he divides the computer's
utility into two broad categories: office
purposes and technical applications.
Among the former, Professor Healy
already has discovered the time-saving
advantages of word processing packages
for writing, editing and filing official
correspondence. As for technical applications, he says the computer's sophisticated graphic elements will help
illustrate abstract problem-solving in his
probability and communications courses.
Unlike some of his colleagues who
have grown up with computers, Professor
Healy labels his own relationship to the
computer as "user friendly;• a term
suggesting that he feels comfortable dealing with it in practical, problem-solving
ways.
"I don't think," he says, "as I once
thought, that teachers will disappear.
Indeed they won't." What he does believe
is that computers will become more and
more effective teaching tools in the
classroom.

• This exhibit will visit only three cities in its United
States tour: New York, Chicago and San Francisco.

• The Vatican Collections: The Papacy and Art
includes 237 art treasures , many being shown outside
of the Vatican for the first time.
• Reservations for this Santa Clara Evening are
limited and are on a first-come, first-served basis .
• Your ticket also includes a gala reception in the
Hearst Court of the de Young Museum .
• Donations are $50 per person and are tax
deductible .
• To guarantee your space , please make your
advance reservation now. A pull-out card is available
in this issue for your convenience. For further information , call (408) 984-4528 or (408) 984-4476 .
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